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Accessories That Accentuate Your Vehicle -

and Your Lifestyle! Think back to the reasons you bought a 

Lincoln. Chances are, your reasons included sleek styling, 
quality, outstanding engineering, built-in versatility and a strong 

manufacturer's warranty. You looked at the competition, but you decided 

that Lincoln best fit your needs and your lifestyle. Well, all of these same 

reasons apply to genuine Lincoln Accessories. They look good, they're styled to match 

the lines of the vehicle, they're engineered to fit exactly, they extend the versatility of 

your Lincoln, and they're backed by a strong manufacturer's warranty. There are a lot 
of stores and catalogs that offer accessories for your Lincoln. But none of these competitors can offer 

the quality, styling, engineering and warranty that you get when you go with genuine Lincoln 

accessories. Your basic vehicle is top-of-the line - keep it that way with genuine Lincoln accessories! 



 



Full Front End Cover Keep your vehicle's new car 
finish looking great with the protection of this full front 
end cover. The strong heavy-duty vinyl helps protect 
your vehicle's front end from bugs, stones, and road 
debris. The flannel backing helps minimize moisture 
build-up between the cover and the painted surface. 
Designed for a custom fit that allows you to open the 
hood without removing the cover. Available for 
Blackwood, Navigator and Town Car. 

Styled Bug Shield* Protect the leading edge of 
I your vehicle with this aerodynamically designed bug

shield. It deflects road debris, stones and bugs from 
the front of your hood and helps keep rain away from 
the windshield. Easy to install in existing mounting
holes, using the hardware included in kit. Constructed 
of smoke-colored GE Lexan®. Available for Town 

Car. 

Side Window Deflectors No matter what the 

weather, you can enjoy fresh air. These durable, 
smoke-colored acrylic deflectors keep out snow or rain 
while allowing you to crack open the window and let 
the breezes in. Easy to install with self-stick adhesive, 
included in kit. Available for all models. 

Rear Air Deflector* Add sporty good looks and a 

factory fresh appearance with this stylish rear air 
deflector. Available in most exterior colors to match or 

complement your vehicle. Available for Navigator. 

Rear Spoiler* Add a sporty look to your vehicle 
with this rear spoiler. Offered in most factory colors to 
match vehicle exterior, these spoilers are manufactured 
to precision original equipment specifications for 
a factory-installed look. Dealer installation is 
recommended. Available for LS. 

Underbody Security Lighting With underbody 
security lighting, you'll never have to approach a dark 
vehicle again. This system provides light to the 
underside of the vehicle using two powerful lights
mounted under the vehicle. The system automatically 
lights up when you use your keyless entry key fob or 
manually unlock the doors. Available for Blackwood, 
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Mini-Mask Front End Cover A sporty look that also helps protect your vehicle's front end 
The heavy-duty, ultraviolet-ray-resistant vinyl cover helps keep bugs, stones and other road 
debris from marring your vehicle's finish, and the flannel backing is gentle to painted finishes. 
Multi-piece design allows hood to be opened with cover on. Features embossed logo above 
driver's side headlamp. Available for LS. 

Load Warrior by Yakima For extra carrying capacity, try the Load Warrior system. More 
than merely a basket, the Load Warrior can hold almost anything you want to carry - from 
bikes, to canoes to luggage. Its weather-resistant, heavy-duty construction provides incredible 
durability in a lightweight package. Approximate dimensions are 44" x 39" x 6.5" (1 1 2 cm 
x 99 cm x 17 cm). Fits easily on your factory roof rack. Available for LS and Navigator. 

\ M Mli 

Load Warrior Extension by Yakima This easy-to-install, Luggage/Cargo Basket by Yakima This removable basket 
"table leaf" style extension increases the already huge provides extra carrying capacity for your next trip. Constructed of 
proportions of your Load Warrior by 1 8". Fits quickly into place heavy-duty, vinyl-covered mesh, it's approximately 38" x 26.5" x 

df to give you even more carrying space for those really large 2" tall (97 cm x 67 cm x 5 cm). A stretch net is included to secure 
lloads. Available for Navigator. y. i rJ I r r ei your extra cargo. Available for LS and Navigator. 
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* Eligible for residualization under a Ford Credit Red Carpet Lease. 
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Soft Cargo Liner Help keep your vehicle cargo area clean 
with this liner. It's designed to fit the contours of the cargo area for 
maximum coverage and protection. The liner is constructed of 
durable nylon-reinforced vinyl with Velcro® fasteners for easy
installation and removal. Available for split rear bench or quad 
captain's chairs. Available in medium parchment, medium 
graphite or black. Folds neatly for easy storage. Available for 
Navigator. 

Carpeted "Catch-All" Cargo Mat This mat helps protect the 
rear cargo area of your vehicle while providing a factory-finished
look. Made to fit the exact contours of your cargo area behind the 
2nd seat (3rd seat must be removed for use). The raised edges help 
prevent spills from reaching your vehicle carpeting. Durable, 
stain-resistant carpeted finish is available in colors to match your 
interior. Special nibbed backing prevents mat from slipping. Specify
with or without rear air. Available for Navigator. 
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Frame Mount Bike Carrier by Yakima Take your 
bike along on your next trip with this frame-mount 
carrier. Each carrier holds one bike and features a 

locking arm with a durable Kraton® padding that 
clamps onto the downtube of the bike to protect the 
finish. Built-in cable guides guard against damage to 
brake or shifter cable. Available for original 
equipment or removable roof rack applications.
Available for LS and Navigator. \T// f // /, [ f/f\ 
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Dog Guard Take your pet along on your next outing
and keep your vehicle interior clean, too - with this 
handy dog guard. Designed to fit easily in your 
Navigator cargo area. It will keep you and your pet 
happy! Available for Navigator. 

Dog Guard Cargo Area Divider A popular
addition to the dog guard, this divider allows you to 
partition the cargo area of the vehicle. Perfect for 
carrying two pets, or for salespeople carrying samples 
or other products. Divider is constructed of steel and 
attaches directly to the dog guard (sold separately). 
Easy, no-drill installation. Available for Navigator. 
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I Roc2 Hitch-Mount Bike Carrier by Yakima For ,ol 
I 3b:the times when you need all the cargo space inside 
jgjj your vehicle, this hitch-mount carrier allows you to 
H secure your bikes outside the vehicle. Fits into 2" hitch loti 
H receivers, and has a swing-down feature to allow WC 

I\ ■ easier access to the vehicle's cargo area. The erlT 
-

W crossbar mounting system holds up to two bikes. 
■ TerraFirma model that holds up to 4 bikes also oak 

I available. Available for Navigator and Blackwood. .be 
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Horizontal Ski/Snowboard Carriers by Yakima 
These versatile carriers are available in two sizes. The 

DH 

9rl 
small carrier holds up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 
snowboards; the large carrier holds up to 6 pairs of 
skis or 4 snowboards. Both feature a soft rubber 

S 
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padding to protect the finish on your skis, and integral
locks to help prevent theft. Available for LS and 
Navigator. nznuzM 
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Tire Step When it comes time to load the roof rack A 

bof your Navigator, this tire step is just what you need 
to reach the top. Just place it on one of the tires, and I 

9you're standing tall. Adjustable to fit most O.E. tire 
1isizes. Its non-skid surface provides sure footing, and it 

folds neatly away for easy storage. Available for 
Navigator. 
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Accessory Price Guide 
Product 

Styled Bug Shield 
Full Front End Cover 

Side Window Deflectors 

Rear Air Deflectors 

Rear Spoiler 
Underbody Security Lighting 

Mini Mask Front End Cover 

LoadWarrior by Yakima 
LoadWarrior Extension by Yakima 

Luggage/Cargo Basket by Yakima 
Soft Cargo Liner 
Carpeted "Catch-All" Cargo Mat 
Removable Roof Rack by Yakima 
Fork Mount Bike Carrier by Yakima 

Kayak Carrier by Yakima 
Canoe Carrier by Yakima 
Soft Luggage Bag 
Full Vehicle Cover 

Roc2 Hitch Mount Bike Carrier by Yakima 
Terra Firma® Hitch Mount Bike Carrier by Yakima 
Frame Mount Bike Carrier by Yakima 
Horizontal Ski/Snowboard Carrier (small) by Yakima 
Horizontal Ski/Snowboard Carrier (large) by Yakima 

Dog Guard 

Dog Guard Cargo Area Divider 
Tire Step 

Cargo Organizer 

Golf/Trunk Cargo Organizer 
Cargo Storage Box 

Cargo Tray 

Seatback Organizer 
Cargo Retention Net 

Remote Keyless Entry System 
Vehicle Security Systems 

Remote Start Systems 

Available for Suggested Retail 
Town Car $51.43 

Blackwood, Navigator, Town Car $110.90 

Blackwood $71.36 

LS, Town Car, Continental $64.31 

Navigator $77.19 

Navigator $141.43 

LS $285.71 

Blackwood, Navigator $150.00 

Town Car $162.64 

LS $60.99 

LS, Navigator $258.76 

Navigator $95.37 

LS, Navigator $125.31 

Navigator $147.86 

Navigator $107.14 

LS $216.24 

LS $106.46 

LS $68.31 

LS $39.93 

Navigator $110.90 

LS, Town Car, Continental $110.90 

Navigator $138.61 

Blackwood, Navigator $186.30 

Blackwood, Navigator $249.96 

LS, Navigator $133.07 

LS, Navigator $114.77 

LS, Navigator $124.74 

Navigator $215.29 

Navigator $99.36 

Navigator $77.63 

LS $142.86 

Navigator $107.14 

Continental $281.89 

Town Car $142.86 

Navigator $187.50 

LS $57.14 

Navigator $71.43 

Navigator $71.43 

LS, Town Car, Continental $36.97 

Navigator $73.93 

Town Car $186.30 

System 3 $97.14 

System 4 $151.43 

System 5 $178.57 

System 6 $264.29 

All - Bronze Kit $203.06 

All - Silver Kit $274.06 

All - Gold Kit $353.06 

Note: Prices shown are manufacturer’s suggested retail prices only. Actual prices may vary by dealer. 
Prices shown do not Include Installation, labor, painting (if required), or taxes. 



Product 

Electrochromic Compass Mirror 
Electrochromic Compass Mirror w/ Temperature 
Removable Trailer Tow Mirrors 

Wood and Leather Steering Wheel 

Wraparound Bug Shield 
Moonroof Deflector 

Reverse Parking Sensor 
HomeLink® Visor with TravelNote® 

Carpeted Floor Mats 

Carpeted "Catch-All" Floor Mats 

All-Weather Molded Vinyl Floor Mats 

Custom Wheels 

Molded Splash Guards 

Flat Splash Guards 

Air Bag Anti-Theft Locks 

Air Filtration Kit 

Replacement Filter 
Automatic Headlamp System 

SportRack Cargo Boxes 

Daytime Running Lights 

Door Edge Guards 

Available for Suggested Retail 
LS, Navigator, Town Car, Continental $159.69 

Town Car, Continental $266.14 

Blackwood, Navigator $73.93 

LS $444.15 

Continental $495.08 

Blackwood, Navigator $75.71 

Blackwood, LS $53.57 

Navigator $50.00 

LS $719.33 

LS $302.38 

Town Car $384.38 

Continental $416.67 

LS, Town Car, Continental $58.00 

Navigator - Front and Rear $68.00 

Navigator - 3rd Row Rear $27.00 

Navigator - Front $69.00 

Navigator - Rear $46.00 

LS - Front $42.80 

LS - Rear $38.00 

Navigator - Front $53.57 

Navigator - Rear $37.50 

Town Car - Rear $38.00 

Continental - Front $42.80 

Continental - Rear $38.00 

Navigator - Chromed Aluminum $288.77 

Navigator - Silver Clear Coat Aluminum $178.01 

LS $21.43 

Navigator $26.79 

Town Car $21.43 

Continental $35.71 

Navigator $11.43 

Town Car $11.79 

Continental $10.71 

Blackwood $42.86 

LS, Continental $38.57 

Blackwood, Navigator $42.86 

Town Car $57.14 

Blackwood, Navigator $73.93 

Blackwood, Navigator $24.40 

Blackwood, Navigator $70.97 

Navigator - small $326.03 

Navigator - medium $377.78 

Navigator - large $399.95 

Blackwood $59.14 

Navigator $59.14 

Blackwood $36.97 

Navigator $44.36 

Town Car, Continental $44.36 



Product Available for Suggested Retail 

Engine Block Heater Blackwood, LS (3.0L), Navigator $83.17 

LS (3.9L) $94.26 

Town Car $60.03 

Continental $44.36 

Engine Block Heater/Battery Warmer Blackwood $22.32 

Navigator (small battery) $68.00 

Navigator (large battery) $68.00 

First Aid Kit All $18.63 

Highway Safety Kit All $80.73 

Locking Gas Cap Blackwood $25.61 

Navigator $31.30 

Quickstep Swivel Hitch Blackwood, Navigator $102.47 

Snow Traction Cables 16" - Navigator $105.34 

17" - Blackwood, Navigator $110.90 

Trailer Hitch Balls 1-7/8" - Blackwood, Navigator $11.46 

2" - Blackwood, Navigator $15.16 

Trailer Hitch Draw Bars Blackwood, Navigator - 1-1/4" drop/4" rise $29.57 

Blackwood, Navigator - 0" drop/ 2-1/2" rise $29.57 

Trailer Wiring Harness Continental $72.09 

Universal Carpeted Floor Mats All $43.00 

Wheel Locks Blackwood $47.61 

LS (chrome-plated) $44.36 

LS (zinc-plated) $33.27 

Navigator (zinc-plated) $36.97 

Town Car (zinc-plated) $37.70 

Continental (chrome-plated) $36.97 

Woodgrain Gear Shift Knob LS (manual) $94.26 

LS (automatic) $182.33 

Note: Prices shown are manufacturer’s suggested retail prices only. Actual prices may vary by dealer. 
Prices shown do not include Installation, labor, painting (if required), or taxes. 
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] Golf/Trunk Cargo Organizer Works like the 

trunk organizer - but with the added feature of a golf
bag presenter. Golf bag presenter can be put at either 
end of the organizer, to keep your clubs handy. Easy 

j to install, with no tools required. Available for Town
1 Car. 

Seatback Organizer This handy organizer has 
I pockets for maps and travel-sized tissues, as well as a 
I cup holder. Made of a durable reinforced vinyl that 
I installs in minutes without tools. Available in medium 

I graphite or medium parchment. Available for 
I Navigator. 

Cargo Organizer For all the stuff you need to carry 

neatly and safely. Made of premium-grade
polyethylene with a removable and adjustable divider 
system that helps separate your belongings. Installs 
easily in trunk or behind 3rd row seat. No tools 
required. Available for LS; Navigator, and 
Continental. 

Cargo Storage Box A convenient way to carry 

cargo, this durable heavy-duty plastic bin fits perfectly 
in the cargo space behind your 3rd seat. Handy for 
carrying bottles, tools, cleaning fluids and just about 
anything that you want to keep from spilling on your 
vehicle's carpet. And it lifts out easily if you want to 
transport your cargo outside the vehicle. Features 
vehicle name. Stain-resistant and fully washable, too! 
Available for Navigator. 

Cargo Tray Help protect the rear cargo area of 
your vehicle with this tray. Constructed of durable 
polyethylene, it's molded to the contours of your
vehicle's interior or trunk. The raised lip helps contain 
spills. Available in black for LS or Navigator. 
Navigator tray also available in medium graphite or 
medium parchment. Trays are lightweight and install 
easily without the use of tools. For Navigator
applications, please specify whether or not your 
vehicle has a third seat. Available for LS and 

Navigator. 

Cargo Retention Net Help keep packages and 
other loose items from spilling in your vehicle with this 
cargo net. The netting stretches easily over bulky 
items. The soft, braided cording won't damage
fragile items. Installs easily, with no tools required.
Available for LS, Navigator {floor mount style), 
Town Car and Continental. 
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Remote Keyless Entry System* If your vehicle is : 

equipped with power door locks, this remote keyless : 
entry system allows you to lock and unlock the doors 
from up to 50 ft. (15 m) away. System features remote 
illuminated entry that turns on the dome light when the 
system is activated. It also has a personal protection 
panic button that activates the vehicle horn when ■ 

pressed. Doors automatically lock when vehicle is 
started. Includes two hand-held remotes. Dealer 
installation recommended. Available for Town Car. 

Vehicle Security Systems* Protect your vehicle 
with a state-of-the-art security system. These systems
offer a full range of security features and come 

complete with pocket-sized transmitters. Includes a 
Lifetime Limited Warranty on parts (contact dealer for 
complete details). Vehicles equipped with a security 
system may be eligible for insurance discounts in some 

states/provinces. Available for all models. 

Electrochromic Compass Mirror Ease the 

discomfort of headlight glare in your rearview mirror 
with an electrochromic mirror. Automatically dims the 
interior mirror when glare is detected. Features a built-
in compass that indicates which direction you're
headed. Model also available which displays the 
outside temperature in either Fahrenheit or Celsius. 
Toggle between compass reading and temperature
with toggle switch. Available for Navigator, LS, 
Town Car and Continental (compass). Town Car 5 [ TEMPand Continental (compass with temperature). 

Removable Trailer Tow Mirrors If you only tow a 
trailer occasionally, these mirrors are for you. When 
you hook up your trailer for a project or hook up your 
camper up for a weekend away, slide these mirrors 
over your existing mirrors to provide additional rear 
vision. Premium glass minimizes distortion and glare.
Packaged in pairs. Available for Blackwood and 
Navigator. 

Remote Start System* Get into a pre-warmed or 
pre-cooled vehicle with a remote start system. These 
systems start a vehicle from a remote location, ensure 
that it's locked and that its security system (if so 

equipped) is armed. Comes with two long-distance 
remote transmitters. Available in three versions for 
automatic transmissions only. Installation by your 
Lincoln dealer recommended. Available for all 
models. 

Wood and Leather Steering Wheel The luxurious 
feel of leather combined with rich-looking wood 
accents. This steering wheel adds an extra touch of 
class to your vehicle's interior. Available in dark 
graphite, dark parchment, medium dark truffle and 
midnight black for LS; dark prairie tan, dark 
parchment and medium dark graphite for Continental. 
Dealer installation recommended. Available for LS 

and Continental. 
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Wraparound Bug Shield* Premium front end protection with a little added style. This 
wraparound bug shield is constructed of durable GE Lexan®, and has a wraparound design
that complements your vehicle's lines. Features specially-designed vents to help reduce wind 
resistance. Smoke-colored to accent any vehicle color. Installs easily. Kit includes instructions 
and all hardware. Available for Blackwood and Navigator. 

Moon Roof Deflector Enjoy your moon roof even more with this moon roof deflector. It's 
designed to help reduce wind buffeting at highway speeds so you can keep the moon roof 
open. Constructed of durable acrylic for long life. Easy to install using the self-adhesive strips
included in the kit. Available for Blackwood, LS and Navigator. 

Reverse Parking Sensor A big help when you're backing Homelink® Visor with TravelNote® Do away with unsightly 
into tight spots. A sonar-like system alerts you to fixed obstacles remotes and record important information while you're on the 
in your way when backing up. A speaker and LED display road. The HomeLink® feature allows you to activate home 
provide audio and visual cues when an object is sensed within lighting, open garage doors, unlock entry doors, open gates or 
6 ft. (2 m) of the bumper. The beep becomes more frequent and disarm security systems from your vehicle. HomeLink® performs
the lights go from green to yellow to red as the object gets closer, the duties of up to three remotes, and is compatible with most 
A red 

rn 
light and constant beep alert you when an object is radio frequency devices. TravelNote® is an electronic recording

10 (25 cm) away. Dealer installation recommended, device integrated into the visor. Simply push a button and start 
-Available for LS. recording, TravelNote® records whatever you say, and stores it 

A until you need it. Available for LS, Town Car and Continental. 

* Eligible for residualization under a Ford Credit Red Carpet Lease. 
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Carpeted "Catch-All" Floor Mats These mats 
look great while providing maximum protection for 
your vehicle's carpeting. The molded shape fits the 
exact contours of the vehicle. Features a stain-resistant 

carpeted surface for easy cleaning. Front mats feature 
logo identification and durable driver's side heel pad.
Available for Navigator. 

Carpeted Floor Mats Custom fit to the exact 
contour of your vehicle, these mats feature premium
grade carpeting. Driver-side mats have positive 
retention, and all mats have nib backing to help 
prevent slippage. Front and back mats are in sets of 
two; the 3rd row mat for the Navigator is one-piece 
construction. Available for LS, Navigator, Town Car, 
and Continental. 

All-Weather Molded Vinyl Floor Mats All-
weather mats feature deep ridges and raised grooves 
to catch and hold snow, slush and mud, while 
protecting the vehicle carpeting. These mats feature 
nibbed backing and driver-side positive retention to 
help keep them in place. Available in colors thatSI complement your vehicle's interior. Available for all 
models except Blackwood. 

Custom Wheels Your Lincoln dealer offers a 

selection of custom wheels for the Navigator. Wheels 
meet all Original Equipment standards and each 
includes lug nuts and a center cap. Available in 
17" x 7.5" chrome-plated or painted aluminum. 
Available for Navigator. 

Molded Splash Guards Help keep your vehicle 
undercarriage and lower body free of mud and water. 
Special contoured design complements vehicle lines 
and gives maximum protection. Heavy-duty "TPO" 
plastic construction resists cracking. Packaged in pairs
for front or rear. Mounting instructions and hardware 
included. Available for all models except 
Blackwood. 

Flat Splash Guards These guards offer an 
economical way to help protect the sides of your 
vehicle from stones, gravel, mud and other debris. 
Constructed of a durable thermoplastic with the 
vehicle's name or logo embossed into the design.
Each kit includes two splash guards, installation 
instructions and all necessary hardware. Available 
for Navigator, Town Car, and Continental. 
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These other great accessories are also available, but not shown. 
Air Bag Anti-Theft Locks Kit includes specially- adhesives or screws needed for installation. Available 

designed locks and key to help deter theft of your driver- in stainless steel or matte black finish. Available for 
and passenger-side airbags. Includes a window sticker Blackwood, Navigator, Town Car and Continental. 
to let potential thieves know that you're protected.
Available for all models. Engine Block Heater Get a quicker start even in the 

coldest weather. Just connect this heater to a grounded 
::s Air Filtration Kit Upgrade your vehicle's existing extension cord (not included) and plug in to any 1 10-
-•* heating/air conditioning system with an O.E.-designed volt power source. Your engine block will stay warm for 
■¡'it air filtration kit. Great for use in dusty environments, it easier starting, faster warm-ups, less fuel waste and less 
or b filters out over 90% of mold spores and other airborne battery drain. Available for all models. 
t: particles larger than 3 microns. Special design helps

ïol keep the filter from clogging - maintaining heating, Engine Block Heater/Battery Warmer For really
ventilation and A/C efficiency. Filters both incoming cold climates, it's a good idea to keep the battery as 
and inside re-circulated air. Dealer installation warm as possible to provide the most power for starting
recommended. Available for Navigator and the engine. This battery warmer wraps around the 
Blackwood. battery and includes an engine block heater as well. 

Once installed, simply hook it up to any heavy-gauge 
Automatic Headlamp System Never touch your extension cord (not included) and plug into a standard 
light switch again. System automatically switches your wall outlet. Available for Blackwood and Navigator. 
headlights on whenever darkness is sensed. Also 
features time delay that leaves the lights on for a pre- First Aid Kit Keep those "always needed...nevera 

set amount of time after parking the vehicle. The have" items conveniently at hand! This handy First Aid 
daytime running light feature can be activated during Kit contains general first aid items such as a bandage
installation. Dealer installation recommended. Available assortment, gauze, anti-bacterial ointment, and more. 
for Blackwood and Navigator. The carrying case fits easily into the glove compartment.

Available for all models. 

Cargo Boxes from SportRack Add some extra 
There'scargo capacity for your next vacation with one of our Highway Safety Kit nothing like being

roof-mounted cargo boxes. Each box is constructed of prepared when you're traveling. This Highway Safety 
a durable, black ABS plastic that complements the Kit has everything you need to get you back on the road 

-styling and color of nearly any vehicle. The small cargo or lend a hand when someone else is in need. A 

box is "long & skinny" and is designed to carry up to durable carrying bag contains a reflective triangle, a 
six pairs of skis. It has a capacity of 11.3 cubic feet flashlight and 2 D-cell batteries, hose tape, 
(320 liters). The medium box is "short & wide" and is screwdrivers, bungee cords, a multi-function knife, 
designed to carry larger items like suitcases. Its cotton gloves, a fire extinguisher and a 1 2-hr. light stick. 
capacity is 15.5 cubic feet (440 liters). The large box Available for all models. 
is "long and wide" and can carry up to 8 pairs of skis 
and poles or four golf bags. Its capacity is 16.9 cubic Locking Gas Cap Help protect your vehicle's fuel 
feet (480 liters). Available for Navigator. supply from vandals and thieves with a locking gas 

cap. It attaches to the vehicle with a plastic tether to 
Daytime Running Lights Daytime running lights help prevent loss of cap. Swing-away cover helps keep
make your vehicle more visible to other drivers. The debris out of locking mechanism. Includes two keys.

3 n 
system automatically activates the low beams at 75% of Available for Blackwood and Navigator. 
their normal operating power whenever the ignition is in 
the ON position. Dealer installation recommended. Quickstep Swivel Hitch Drawbar Make hooking
Available for Blackwood and Navigator. up the trailer a snap! Simply back up close to the trailer,

unlock the Quickstep from its stored position and rotate 
*9a Door Edge Guards Protect the outer edge of your and/or extend to the waiting trailer. Automatically locksA doors from paint chips with these guards. These guards into towing position as the vehicle pulls away. Requires 

won't sag, slip, peel or rust. Constructed of stainless a hitch ball (available and sold separately). Fits 2" (5 
steel and lined with a non-metallic material that doesn't cm) hitch receivers. Available for Blackwood and 
scratch your paint, our guards are easy to install. No Navigator. 

Snow Traction Cables Specially designed for use 
in mountainous terrain or areas that have frequent 
snowstorms, these traction cables are easily installed. 
The patented "Z" design provides excellent grip on 
snow-covered or icy roads. Made to be used with ABS 
brake systems. The close-fitting snug design doesn't flop
around like normal tire chains. Available for both 16" 
and 17" tires. Available for Blackwood and 

Navigator. 

Trailer Hitch Balls Available in 1-7/8" and 2" 
diameters, these hitch balls feature a forged steel, one-
piece construction for maximum strength. Designed with 
wrench flats to aid installation or removal. 
Corrosion-resistant chrome finish. Available for 
Blackwood and Navigator. 

Trailer Hitch Draw Bars These hitch bars allow you 
to match the height of your hitch with the height of your 
trailer coupler. Offered in two styles: 1-1/4" drop/4" 
rise, and 0" drop/2-1/2" rise. They feature forged, 
one-piece construction and black powdercoat finish that 
helps resist corrosion. Available for Blackwood and 
Navigator. 

Trailer Wiring Harness Your Continental is rated to 
tow a Class I light-duty trailer. When you add an 
aftermarket hitch, this trailer wiring harness kit is just 
what you need to power your trailer's lights. Dealer 
installation is recommended. Available for 
Continental. 

Universal Carpeted Floor Mats An attractive and 
economical way to protect your vehicle's carpeting.
Available in a wide variety of colors to complement 
most vehicles. Available for all models. 

Wheel Locks Help protect your vehicle's wheels and 
tires from theft. Replace one lug on each wheel with one 
of these through-hardened locks. Chrome locks 
available for exposed lugs, open-ended, zinc-plated
locks available for hidden lugs. Kit includes four locks 
and key. Available for all models. 

Woodgrain Gear Shift Knob If you like the look 
and feel of genuine wood, replace the factory shifter 
with a woodgrain gear shift knob. Designed specifically
for your LS. Available for manual or automatic 
transmissions. Available for LS. 
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Product Application Chart 
Page Accessory Blackwood LS Navigator Town Car Continental 

13 Air Filtration Kit X X 

4 Bug Shield, Styled X 

1 1 Bug Shield, Wraparound X X 

13 Cargo Boxes by SportRack X 

6 Cargo Liner, Soft X 

6 Cargo Mat, Carpeted "Catch-All" X 

9 Cargo Organizer X X X 

9 Cargo Organizer, Golf/Trunk X 

9 Cargo Retention Net X X X X 

9 Cargo Storage Box X 

9 Cargo Tray X X 

4 Cover, Front End X X X 

5 Cover, Front End Mini Mask X 

7 Cover, Full Vehicle X X X X 

1 1 Deflector, Moon Roof X X X 

4 Deflector, Rear Air X 

4 Deflector, Side Window X X X X X 

8 Dog Guard X 

8 Dog Guard Cargo Area Divider X 

13 Door Edge Guards X X X X 

13 Engine Block Heater X X X X X 

13 Engine Block Heater/Battery Warmer X X 

1 3 First Aid Kit X X X X X 

1 2 Floor Mats, All-Weather Molded Vinyl X X X X 

12 Floor Mats, Carpeted X X X X 

12 Floor Mats, Carpeted "Catch-All" X 

13 Floor Mats, Universal X X X X X 

13 Gear Shift Knob, Woodgrain X 

1 3 FHighway Safety Kit X X X X X 

FHomelink® Visor w/TravelNote® X X X 

4 Lighting, Underbody Security X X X 

13 Lights, Automatic Headlamp System X 

13 Lights, Daytime Running X X 

1 3 Locks, Air Bag Anti-Theft X X X 

13 Locks, Gas Cap X X 

13 Locks, Wheel X X X 

10 Mirrors, Electrochromic Compass X 

10 Mirrors, Electrochromic Compass w/Temp. 
10 Mirrors, Removable Trailer Tow 
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Page Accessory Blackwood LS Navigator Town Car Continental 

8 Racks, Bike Carrier, Frame Mount X X 

7 Racks, Bike Carrier, Fork Mount X 

8 Racks, Bike Carrier, Roc2 Hitch Mount X X 

8 Racks, TerraFirma Hitch Mount X X 

7 Racks, Canoe Carrier X 

7 Racks, Kayak Carrier X 

5 Racks, Load Warrior X X 

5 Racks, Load Warrior Extension X 

5 Racks, Luggage/Cargo Basket X X 

7 Racks, Removable Roof X 

8 Racks, Ski/Snowboard Carrier, Horizontal X X 

7 Racks, Soft Luggage Bag X 

4 Rear Spoilers X 

10 Remote Keyless Entry X 

10 Remote Start System X X X X X 

1 1 Reverse Parking Sensor X 

9 Seatback Organizer X 

13 Snow Traction Cables X X 

12 Splash Guards, Flat X X X 

12 Splash Guards, Molded X X X X 

10 Steering Wheel, Wood & Leather X X 

8 Tire Step X 

13 Trailer Hitch Drawbar Quickstep Swivel X X 

13 Trailer Hitch Balls X X 

13 Trailer Hitch Draw Bars X X 

13 Trailer Hitch Wiring Harness X 

12 Wheels, Custom X 

10 Vehicle Security Systems X X X X X 

Limited Warranty Information 
Ford Motor Company will repair or replace any properly dealer-installed Lincoln accessory found to be defective in factory-supplied 
materials or workmanship during the warranty period, as well as any component damaged by the defective accessory. The accessory 

will be warranted for whichever provides you the greatest benefit: 
• 1 2 months or 1 2,000 miles/20,000 km (whichever occurs first), or 
• The remainder of your new vehicle limited warranty. 
This means that Lincoln accessories purchased along with your new vehicle and installed by the dealer are covered for the full length of 
your new vehicle's limited warranty—4 years or 50,000 miles/80,000 km (whichever occurs first). Contact your dealer for details and 
a copy of the warranty. 

NOTE: The product descriptions, specifications and pricing were correct at the time this material was being prepared for printing. Our policy is one of continuous 
improvement and we reserve the right to change design or specifications or pricing at any time without notice and without incurring obligation. 
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